
 

Excel 2010 Toolkit is a toolbar for Microsoft Excel 2010 which includes the following features: - Data Editor to edit cells contents with powerful tools like cut/paste/copy/undo/redo. - Cell Formatting to format the content of cells in different ways (bold, italic, underline). - Presentation Mode to show cell formatting and other data on your slides. - Table Tools to quick insert tabs, merged cells and
borders around table cells. - Row Height to quickly increase or decrease row height in both office 2007 and office 2010 formats. - Extend Selection / Deselect Row - click on cell below it to extend selection or click on cell above it for deselection. - Select All cells - quickly select all cells in the same row or column. - Column Width to quickly increase or decrease the width of columns. - Select Row to
quickly select whole row or just one cell within it. - Block insertion for defining blocks without any fill background color.. - Horizontal Scroll Bar to scroll horizontally through data in a single sheet. - Undo editing, so you can go back to previous versions of tables and data. - Formatting toolbar with many formatting options for charts and text boxes. - Insert Date and Time. - Format Painter. - Remove
Blank Rows. - Improved font dialog box with font preview, font size selection box and more options. Toolbar Features: Toolbar Features:  
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For a full list of keyboard shortcuts click here . This is a list of the toolkits key functions that some users don't know about or just think that they are not cool enough to be used... But they are great! Just imagine the time you'll save by using them... I think all of them are quite useful. SanDisk Sansa e200 Toolkit features: In this article I will not be concentrating on how to set up or configure the tools
available in the toolkits, as this is a very well documented process. Instead, I will talk about some of my favorite features and show what they can do... but first a little tip for those who have not yet figured out the best way to use Excel Toolkits:

I will just say that I wanted to show you here few of my favorite tips and tricks. Here is a complete list of all keyboard shortcuts that you can find at Microsoft's website: http://office.microsoft. com/en-us/excel-help/keyboard-shortcuts-for-excel-2010-HP005173223.aspx I do not own or recommend tools that will enable you to break the Terms of Service of Microsoft. I just decided to make a toolkit
for those who really need it, but cannot afford it. I also created a toolkit for Microsoft Word 2010, which comes without any additional features, except for the Reset Password Tool. I noticed that some users enjoy my toolkits and use them on a daily basis... some others do not know how to use them properly, as they were never been introduced with their features.
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